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SHAREHOLDING IN A NEW CORPORATE ENTITY 
 
Given the conducive business environment more and more new entrepreneurs are 
emerging in the corporate sector. Among all the business entities, the most conducive 
business entity/organization is a corporate entity incorporated under the provisions of the 
Companies Act, 1956. 
 
It is also to be noticed that most business proposals are conceptualized by more than 
two people with specific roles, obligations and rights in the proposed business/business 
organization. If some entrepreneurs decide to commence their business activity as a 
corporate entity then one of the primary requirements would be to agree on the terms 
and conditions of shareholding in the corporate entity proposed to be incorporated. 
 
Two types of share capital is recognized under the Companies Act, 1956.  Section 86 is 
to the effect that the share capital of a Company shall be of two kinds only namely equity 
share capital and preference share capital. Equity share capital can be with voting rights 
or with differential rights as to voting, dividends and others. 
 
Having stated as above prior to establishing the business entity it is advisable for the 
Promoters/initial Shareholders of a company to determine the terms and conditions of 
their shareholding in the company. This would primarily ensure that on incorporation no 
other third right is created over the company to the detriment of the business of the 
company and the Promoters proposing to continue with the company. Basically, the 
Shareholders Agreement should provide for percentage of shareholding, variation in the 
percentage, transfer of shares, exit options, management of the company, composition 
of the Board of Directors, etc. 
 
In the event of any of the Promoters/initial Shareholders proposing to exit from the 
company the Shareholders Agreement should provide for a right and first option to the 
other Shareholders to acquire the shares of the exiting Shareholder and should also 
provide for exit of all the Shareholders along with the exiting Shareholder. In this way, 
the company would either remain with the initial Shareholders albeit with the existing 
Shareholder or all the Promoters/initial Shareholders of the company would benefit by 
exiting in favour of a third party. Unless provisions are made in the Shareholders 
Agreement, it is to be noted that shares of a private limited company and a public limited 
are freely transferable. It is also to be further noted that the provisions relating to 
restrictions on transfer of shares can be provided only with reference to a private limited 
company and not with reference to a public limited company. The restrictions provided in 
the Shareholders Agreement should also be incorporated and reflected in the Articles of 
Association of company as the Articles of Association is deemed to be a binding contract 
between a company and the Shareholders of the company and if the restrictions are not 
incorporated the same is not binding on any of the Shareholders. 
 
The management of the company invariably vests with its Board of Directors. Therefore 
the composition of the Board of Directors is crucial to ensure the success of the 
company and thereby the business of the company. The initial Shareholders who are 
primarily the Promoters of the company should be made the first Directors of the 
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company and vested with the powers of the management with such affirmative voting 
rights as may be agreed to between the initial Shareholders/Promoters of the company. 
 
It is to be further noted that in the event of the private limited company becoming a 
public limited company by whatever means, the Shareholders Agreement entered into 
as a private limited company is required to be revised as some of the restrictions relating 
to the transfer of shares may not be enforceable in a public limited company in terms of 
the Companies Act, 1956. 
 
For all requirements relating to implementation of the agreement amongst the 
Promoters/initial Shareholders of a business proposal, contact Lex Valorem India Pvt. 
Ltd. 405, 7th Cross, IV Block, Koramangala, Bangalore – 560 034, Ph : 080 – 
25534374, Mobile : +91 9980533405,E-mail : sharada.sc@lexvalorem.com. 
 


